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The other metaverse 

Companies want to build a virtual realm to
copy the real world

Linking the digital and physical worlds could unlock innovation
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SAN FRANCISCO

Call it the multiplication of the metaverses. Ever since Mark Zuckerberg, the

boss of Facebook—sorry, Meta—laid out his vision in late October for
immersive virtual worlds he thinks people will want to spend lots of time in, new
ones are popping up all over. An entertainment metaverse will delight music fans,

in�uencers will �ock to a fashion metaverse to �aunt digital clothes, and there is
even a shark metaverse (it has something to do with cryptocurrencies). Mostly these
are the brainchildren of marketeers slapping a new label on tech’s latest craze.

One new virtual world deserves real attention: the “enterprise metaverse”. Forget
rock stars and fancy frocks, this is essentially a digital carbon copy of the physical
economy. Building living, interactive blueprints that replicate the physical world

might, in time, come to shape it. The vision of what this might mean has become
clearer in recent days. Microsoft, the world’s largest software �rm, earlier this

month put it at the centre of its annual customer shindig, as did Nvidia, a big maker
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of graphics processors, on November 9th.
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